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A retreating sea-ice cover is one of the hypothesized mechanisms for the abrupt warming observed during
Dansgaard-Oeschger events of the last glacial. It has been proposed that a warming of the subsurface ocean during
cold stadials could explain the rapid retreating sea-ice cover in the Nordic Seas at the start of each interstadial
(Dokken et al., 2013). The warming of the subsurface ocean would gradually weaken the vertical stratification and
lead to a sudden convective overturning as the vertical density difference disappeared.

In this study, we show that the circulation can become unstable even before the vertical density difference
vanishes. We study the stability of a salinity-dominated circulation to freshwater perturbations in the presence of
sea-ice, by using a one-dimensional, analytical model. The model represents the sea-ice covered Nordic Seas, and
consists of a sea-ice component and a two-layer ocean; a cold, fresh surface layer above a warm, salty deep ocean.
The sea-ice thickness depends on the atmospheric energy fluxes as well as the ocean heat flux, and we impose a
thickness-dependent sea-ice export.

The stabilizing effect of sea-ice to a freshwater perturbation is shown to depend on the representation of
vertical mixing. In a system where the mixing increases with density differences, the sea-ice acts as a positive
feedback to a freshwater perturbation. If the mixing decreases with density differences, the sea-ice acts as a
negative feedback. However, both representations lead to a circulation that breaks down when the freshwater input
at the surface is small. As a consequence, we get rapid changes in sea-ice. In addition to low freshwater values,
increasing deep-ocean temperatures promote instability and the disappearance of sea-ice.
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